Influence of Aquifer Parameters on Groundwater Residue Concentrations
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Introduction
FOCUS modeling tools are used in a regulatory context to calculate pesticide leaching flux concentrations at 1 m depth (PEC 1m, “Predicted Environmental Concentrations in groundwater”). These values are used in risk assessments in order to evaluate the impact of plant protection products on groundwater. In higher tier groundwater monitoring studies the properties of the saturated zone add additional complexity influencing actual pesticide residue concentrations in shallow groundwater. In this work the impact of groundwater flow velocity and aquifer porosity on groundwater residues for leachate concentrations from the unsaturated zone was determined. In this analysis using a realistic range of aquifer parameters the impact on the resulting residue concentrations in groundwater was quantified.

Methods and Scenarios
For the sensitivity analysis two representative sites were chosen each in Germany and Italy, which are characterized by a vulnerable soil profile and shallow groundwater depth. These sites are representative for regions in northern Germany and northern Italy. They have a similar soil profile but differ in their underlying aquifer characteristics in terms of grain size, porosity and hydraulic gradient. Residue concentrations in groundwater were simulated by coupling the leaching model FOCUS-PEARL (4.4.4) [1] with the open-source software OpenGeoS [2]. A detailed description of the coupling methodology can be found in [5].

Germany: 2 fields of 1 ha each with the same soil profile in the unsaturated zone, but with different parameters for the underlying aquifer (one site with a high groundwater flow velocity and a second with a low velocity, cf. Table 1). Italy: the same setup as in Germany, i.e. 2 fields of 1 ha each, one site with a high groundwater flow velocity and a second with a low velocity (cf. Table 1).

Weather time series for all four sites were obtained from the gridded weather dataset MARS 25 * 25 km² [3]. Extreme weather conditions in Italy in 2000 and 2006 led to regional flooding in North-Western Italy. For comparability reasons between the four sites, extreme weather conditions were replaced by average years. Leaching simulations for the fields were carried out using FOCUS-PPEARL with the respective field conditions and weather conditions with product applications on maize every fourth year at a rate of 1.5 kg/ha. Atrazine was selected as an active ingredient due to its low adsorption tendency (cf. Table 2). The leaching flux of atrazine was calculated in the PEARL simulations and was used as the upper boundary condition for the subsequent two-dimensional groundwater flow and solute transport simulations carried out using OpenGeoS, in which resulting concentrations at a downstream monitoring well 1.5 m from the edge of the field were calculated. In order to be able to separate the influence of aquifer parameters from the influence of weather, in a second set of simulations the weather time series were swapped between the two sites of each country.

Table 1: Aquifer parameterization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Texture in aquifer</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Depth to GW [m]</th>
<th>Hydraulic conductivity [m/s]</th>
<th>Gradient [%]</th>
<th>Porosity [%]</th>
<th>GW flow velocity [mm/d]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lower Saxony, DE</td>
<td>Fine to medium sand</td>
<td>Fine grained, low gradient and high flow velocity</td>
<td>772</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0e-4</td>
<td>5.0e-4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schleswig-Holstein, DE</td>
<td>Sand and gravel</td>
<td>Loose grained, high gradient and high flow velocity</td>
<td>726</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.0e-4</td>
<td>2.0e-3</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Po plain, IT</td>
<td>Medium and sand</td>
<td>Fine grained, low gradient and high flow velocity</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.0e-4</td>
<td>8.0e-4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North-western Po plain, IT</td>
<td>Sand and gravel</td>
<td>Loose grained, high gradient and high flow velocity</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0e-3</td>
<td>4.0e-3</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Physico-chemical properties of Atrazine (based on the P008 [%]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molar mass (g/mol)</th>
<th>Vapour pressure (Pa)</th>
<th>Solubility in water (mg/L)</th>
<th>PEC</th>
<th>Freundlich exponent</th>
<th>q₀ in Soil (ug/L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>215.16</td>
<td>3.50e-5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results and Conclusions
- The conclusions that can be drawn from the model simulations are applicable to both Italian and German scenarios.
- The local weather has a much larger influence (up to 200%) on modeled GW residue concentrations than the aquifer properties.
- A high groundwater flow velocity leads to a concentration time series with narrower and higher peaks. The lower flow velocity in the fine aquifer stratigraphy dampens residue peaks and increases the lag between application and peak concentrations.
- In the modeled scenarios, peak concentrations in fast flowing aquifers are typically around 20% increased.
- Even in fast flowing aquifers the modeled residue peak concentrations remain for several months and could influence the necessary sampling frequency in groundwater monitoring programs. However, the peak shape is based on the assumption that flow in the saturated and unsaturated zone is purely chromatographic without preferred pathways and fractures.
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Figure 1: Location of target regions and representative soil profiles.

Figure 2: Concentration of Atrazine in groundwater modeled for both German sites with Lower Saxony weather data.

Figure 3: Concentration of Atrazine in groundwater modeled for both German sites with Schleswig-Holstein weather data.

Figure 4: Concentration of Atrazine in groundwater modeled for both Italian sites with North-western Po plain weather data.

Figure 5: Concentration of Atrazine in groundwater modeled for both Italian sites with Central Po plain weather data.